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Networking visits to Etihad
Towers, Abu Dhabi Desert
and La Perle Show
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WHY JOIN THIS
MASTERCLASS?
If you want to be prepared for any future pharma

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

DAY 1

DAY 4

Data as value driver for the future pharma supply
chain

When exception turns into standard: emergency
and crisis pharma logistics

The power of mega cargo loads of data ° Connecting

Impact of global disruptions ° Emergency logistics:

logistics needs, if you want to implement the latest

the data dots in end2end Pharma supply chain routing

flexible until it snaps (Unicef) ° Collaboration for

scientific insights, this is the unique forum and platform.

° Future data ecosystems ° Workshop Digital Twinning

future crisis models ° New technologies for future
emergency medical and pharma supply chain °

Together with international academics, industry experts
and pharma manufactures, you learn to master the
competences and technologies needed. By investing in
extensive knowledge and learning, your company

DAY 2

Setting your future supply chain strategy by
economic modelling

Connect to the last difficult mile: drones

DAY 5

Multi-modal supply chain forecast ° Building a resilient

Sustainability: how transport modes intertwine

end2end Pharma supply chain through innovation °

Seafreight: speed versus sustainability? ° Intermodal

upgrades and prepares for the future pharma supply

Successful models in health care ° Translating strategy

collaboration and digitization ° Physical internet and

chain.

into action ° Workshop Less Is More

end2end data connectivity create sustainability °

DAY 3

Pack and go - Innovative packaging

CONVINCED?

Supply chain requirements for vaccines ° Advanced
devices ° Back to the future: 2 industry use cases °

Don't wait any longer, register and ensure your spot!

Cool chain challenges last mile ° Innovative

Need for cross-modal CO2 calculation model ° Airline
sustainability program ° Panel discussions: Green
pharma lane

VISITS

Drone Lab, ADAC, Genome
Valley, Robotics Centre, Rafed

Packaging

WHERE BUSINESS MEETS ACADEMICS

